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F E AT U R E S B E N E F IT S

4 Diagnostic Exam Gauge your strengths and weaknesses as you gain insight into your individual performance.

4  Lecture Notes 
Be more prepared for the actual USMLE with access to the most comprehensive review 
materials on the market. Our expert medical faculty are at the core of these materials. 

4 Qbook
Practice with over 800 high-yield, exam-like questions with explanations and a test-taking 
strategy guide.  

4 Interactive Live Lectures† Communicate with faculty and peers in an open and highly responsive learning environment 
to gain deeper insight into the USMLE.

4  Dynamic Video Content Review
Reinforce your studies with structured and engaging high-yield, fresh content review 
presented by Kaplan’s expert faculty.

4  Full-Length Exam Simulations Build confidence for test day, practice your pacing, and gauge your readiness.   

4 Subject-Based Assessment Tests 
Examine your individual performance on specific subjects with our assessment tests that 
feature USMLE-style questions. 

4  Personal Learning System (PLS)
(available for select Step 1 and 
Step 2 CK courses)

This interactive study tool will analyze your test scores and create a personalized study 
guide customized to your strengths and weaknesses.

4  Qbank Plus (Step 1, 2 CK, & 
COMLEX) or Qbank (Step 3) 

With time-saving features and even more exam-like questions, Kaplan’s Qbanks will provide 
you with exactly what you need to be matched with your top-choice residency program.

4 Match Class
Stay on track for the Match with a series of exclusive services and resources that will show 
you the keys to residency success. 

With Deluxe courses, you will have scheduled class times that include interaction with faculty and peers, plus the

flexibility to review material on your own time. Our expert faculty members deliver high-yield, structured live lectures

to give you the most relevant content and insight into the exam. With Center access, you can review these lectures 

before, during, or even after the Live lecture courses. With video content review at Kaplan centers, you can build 

a strong foundation of knowledge before the live lectures or reinforce your studies afterward.
 

The Kaplan Method 
(Content Review + Question Review + 
Exam Simulation)
Only Kaplan provides you with the best Content Review, Question 

Review, and Exam Simulation that you will need to be successful on test 

day. With the “Kaplan Method” we have developed the most robust, and 

comprehensive approach to review that also includes detailed explanations 

to provide a deeper understanding of the subject matter. And only Kaplan 

is able to provide this distinct strategy that allows you to develop a study 

timeline to fit your specific needs. 

DeluxePrep Courses: 
Combine a Live and Center course and enjoy the following features and benefits:

centerlive Deluxe* 
Save at least $3,000, 

plus you will get:

1. An extra month 
of Center access

2. Qbank Plus

*Step 1, 2 CK, & COMLEX DeluxePrep courses include Qbank Plus; Step 3 DeluxePrep courses include Qbank. †Center access and Live lectures must be completed within a 4-, 7-, or 10-month period, depending on the Deluxe option chosen.


